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Beyond a Narrow Conception of Usability Testing
PATRICIA SULLIVAN

Abstract- Construed narrowly, “usability testing of documentation”
can be limited to validating the usability of a nearly completed draft. This
paper explores ways that technical communication can take a broader
view of usability and then situate new approaches and studies. Appropriately situated, this broader interpretation can give technical communicators ways to talk with others interested in usability and can W i d
a platform for an understanding of usability research that looks beyond
drafts for usability,, to the tough issues driving usability
research.

“Usability testing of documentation” can sound simple if we
adopt the narrow definition Weiss critiques- “draft tested in a
usability lab.” [l] It can even sound simple when we say that
usability investigates whether users can successfully use computer products. But the study of users and their use of products
is not straightforward. Consider some of the decisions faced
by a particular study- how to measure using, what to consider
successful, or where in the development cycle to conduct the
test. These decisions are directed by the goals of the study.
However, not every kind of investigative measure yields the
same kind of information; success at getting started does not
imply later ease of use, and testing of a working system in a
natural environment has radically different requirements than
a test of mockups for a new text design. The complexities of
studying usability naturally push us toward a broader view.
In this article, I argue that we technical communicators need
to interpret the charge of usability more broadly than a narrow
interpretation of usability testing allows, turning to the whole
range of usability research for a conception that takes advantage of the exciting investigations that are being carried out
in various places. But there are consequences to broadening
our view. The broad view of usability includes so much work
that we need to build a framework for the studies. Thus, I
argue that we handle the problems by situating a particular
investigation in light of its research group, its research questions, its methods, the issues it settles or raises, and its major
constraints. The situating will help us fashion a coherent landscape of usability, a landscape that will help us to assess more
cannily what we know about usability and what we need to
know. To that end, I examine the groups, the methods, and the
research questions associated with usability research to begin
to depict that landscape of usability research from the viewpoint of technical communication. In essence, I ask: What is
it that we are doing in relation to others who study usability,
and what might we need to be doing?
Patricia Sullivan, who received the Ph.D. from Carnegie Mellon University,
directs the technical writing program at Purdue University. She has won the
National Council of Teachers of English award for the best article in teaching
scientific and technical communication.

A RATIONALE FOR BROADENING USABILITY
TESTING TO USABILITY RESEARCH
Weiss ablv critiaued usabilitv testine of documentation conceived in its
form and callid for usability to follow
the lead of engineering and insert usability into the product
development cycle at an earlier phase. [l] He called for developing the usability engineering of documentation. Most of
us concerned with usability share Weiss’ goal of inserting usability concerns into the entire development process. But the
question immediately raised is how do technical communicators impact the process earlier? Some of the usability problems in documentation are really system or interface problems. How do we connect with the other processes in ways
that will improve the general usability of computer products?
I argue here that the first step is to take a broader view of usability, to look at the larger body of usability research that has
been undertaken for other reasons, and to situate our work in
relation to the broader goals of improving usability. I think it
makes sense for technical communicators to be involved in the
larger quest for usability because we have a close connection
to end users, because we have an audience theory, and because we have a growing body of information about users in
action. But I also think interdisciplinary work needs to begin
with a cautious study of the “other.”

narriwest

Thus, the focus of this article is on exploring and situating the
varieties of usability research. I begin with a situated definition
for usability research that also articulates an analytic tool for
building situated definitions. I then consider several of the
components that filter the results in more detail: the groups
conducting the research, the methods they typically employ,
and the questions they pose. I then apply this discussion to the
task of framing the issues and opportunities facing usability
research.

A GENERAL APPROACH TO SITUATING USABILITY
RESEARCH
If we take a broader view of usability, then we must deal
with a flood of information, not all of which is ultimately
relevant. Usability research, broadly construed, includes the
work of people who design systems, test them, develop educational materials, and study users. The subject matter of
usability research can be usefully described as the studies of
users learning to use and using various computer products, in
the design and evaluation phases of development, for the pur-
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poses of learning more about how people use machines and
of improving the machines and educational materials. How do
we make sense out of it all? We remember our interest is in
helping users to learn, and we approach situating new material within that general stance of advocating users and their
learning.
Two steps can be used to situate those studies vis-a-vis the
landscape of usability research, an analysis of the context surrounding a particular study and an analysis of the structure
of the study itself. The reason for dividing this “situating”
into a two-step process arises out of the multidisciplinary nature of the usability research project. When we are working
inside a discipline, everyone shares values and goals, a common educational platform, and a common world view. We
cannot assume that commonality in multidisciplinary work.
Thus, the step of articulating the context of a study helps us
to better understand why a study is as it is.
The first step in situating a study is to build an interpretation
of the context that the study grows out of. We begin to situate
studies when we place the study:
0
0

0
0

0
0

In a time
In a place
In an investigative group
In a project/event sequence
In a society
In a set of research goals

Posing these place questions about a study clarifies it in several ways. It makes clear what components of the study were
(or should have been) focal to the effort. It also clarifies
why particular groups were studied and why certain methods
were selected. Further, it allows others to interpret and apply
that study’s findings to situations that are analogous, at least
roughly. If we consider the IBM Watson work on the minimal manual in context, for example, we see that the minimal
manual was a part of a larger research effort to study why
computer programs were difficult to learn and how various
components of the system might aid the learner. This same
group developed an interface that had “training wheels” (or
advanced features disabled) as another response to the learning
problems people experienced.

TABLE 1
QUESTIONS USEFUL FOR ANALYZING THE STRUCTURE
OF A USABILITY STUDY

What is the focus of the study?

user
task
product

What product is focal?

interface
CBT

online documentation
paper documentation
coordinated use
What constrains the study?

cost
facilities
time/timeliness
availability of materials/subjects
appropriateness of methods

Where in the product cycle
is the study placed?

beginning of development
midcycle
near the end
pre beginning of new cycle

What do we know about the users?

classification of users
beginning to learn
later in learning
(inhot in) environment of use

What methods are used?

product development model
(e.g., iterative lab tests)
cognitive model
(e.g., protocols)
cultural model
(e.g., field test)
combination

What users are the results put to?

product development
diagnosis
feedback
validation
critique
theory-building
users
methodology
systems
learning
writing

The process is often not as transparent as the two-step process
outlined above. Because this research is interdisciplinary and
because of the current conventions for reporting/publishing
research, information that is important to situating the study
must often be inferred. For example, in a published study,
most journals do not provide a biography of the authors. But
the groups’ identity reveals considerable information about
The second step in situating a study is a more conventional their approach to a study, the methods they choose, and their
analysis of the structure of a usability study. It assumes that research questions. Thus, it becomes important to examine
decisions summarized in table 1 are made in such a way that components that filter the results, namely, information about
a study is done:
the identity of the researchers, information about the methods,
and information about the research questions.
0 With a group of target users
0
0
0

Using a product
In a setting
To perform a task
For a reason
With a result

Filter 1: Identities of Groups Conducting Usability
Research

One major filter for a study is the group that conducts it.
Several overlapping groups study usability, approaching it
with different questions in mind. Psychologists and engineers
Placing a usability study within both of these frameworks- the in human-computer interaction typically use experiments and
contextual setting and the structural setting- helps us under- case studies to study the usability of interfaces and systems;
stand it more reliably.
sociologists and anthropologists use ethnography and field
0

0
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methods when they study the computing of organizations;
marketers typically use interviews and surveys to study consumer preferences; document designers, educational psychologists, and writers in technical communication use various
exploratory and text-based methods to study the usability of
educational materials.

Human-Computer Znteraction- One group involved with
usability research is human-computer interaction, an interdisciplinary linking of ergonomics engineers, human factors
psychologists, and cognitive scientists. The focus of their research has been on the design of interfaces, that space where
humans and computers interact. Human-computer interaction,
because it is interdisciplinary, does not project a single attitude; its strictest cognitive psychologists aim to build theories
of users or of learning and its strictest engineers aim to build
systems that solve problems they notice. The strain of differing goals can be seen at times. In Interfacing Thought,
a recent book edited by Carroll [3],cognitive psychologists
gathered together work they saw as practical theory of users
and systems. But the review of the book in SZGCHZ Bulletin
charged the text with being too theoretical and exclusively
aimed at psychologists:

Sociology- Another group, though peripheral to the day-today study of usability, is made up of sociologists and anthropologists. These researchers have contributed studies of
people working with computers that point out dimensions of
usability that are not seen in a laboratory study. Their studies
also serve as methodological guides for naturalistic studies
of usability. Two areas are typically studied, education and
office environments. Turkle, in a typical sociological study
of education, pointed to ways that interacting with computers
challenged the child’s distinction between physical and social.
[8] Suchman, in a study of an office environment, tackled the
question of the nature of the interaction that people had with
the expert help system for a copy machine. [9] She found that
communication breakdowns may be traced, in part, to the process used in design to logically represent solution paths, and
therefore she argues that more attention needs to be paid to
the differences between people and computers.

A problem with classical fieldwork is that it is founded on
interviews and notes taken by the researcher (after the observation). It assumes that the people are competent in their grasp
of their own culture, and that the researcher participates until
shehe understands the culture enough to go back and tell us
about it. This assumption has trouble when the study deals
If the authors wish to bridge the gap between theory and apwith the introduction of new elements into a culture. Then
plication, the best approach is to demonstrate application of
the theory. . .Examples of developed systems are needed; no
the “natives” are not expert informants. Further, the intersuch examples are included in this book. [4]
actions with the machine and the documentation are so rapid
The review goes on to say that the book should be read and complex that it is difficult for the researcher to capture the
by cognitive scientists, as working designers would not know problems in notes after the fact. Thus, classical methodology
how to deal with the articles. The only article deemed acces- is in the process of being adapted to the needs of studying
sible is one by Whiteside and Wixon, an article that called usability. Successful adaptation is needed if field studies are
for the study of human-computer interaction in the broadest to make a robust contribution to usability.
context possible and was critical of laboratory studies, citing
an example of an installation study that worked in the lab but Marketing- Marketers, another group sometimes involved
was inhibited in real life by the boxes that piled up in the with usability research, have goals developed out of their responsibility in a company to promote profitable products. To
person’s office.
this end, the marketers are constantly working to build marThe uneasiness is not restricted to psychologist-engineer kets and satisfy customers. Usability can be a part of their
clashes, as psychologists disagree on the relationship of the- research. When marketers are interested in usability, that inory/practice as well. In 1985 and 1986, for example, there terest is product specific and is customer satisfaction driven.
was a heated exchange in Human-Computer Znteraction be- They tend to run focus groups about current and potential
tween Carroll and Campbell [5] and Newell and Card [6] over products, analyze the customer response cards for a product,
an article Newell and Card [7] wrote about building a psy- and conduct telephone surveys. A product that works well and
chological science in human-computer interaction. Carroll and is an innovation will not be seen as successful if the customers
Campbell criticized the article for calling researchers to make are dissatisfied.
a “hard” science rather than sticking to the top priority of
human-computer interaction, namely, “the articulation of an Technical Communication- A final group is technical comalternative explanatory program, one that takes as its starting municators. Writers, document designers, and educators fopoint the need to understand the real problems involved in cus on the educational materials that surround a system and
providing better computer tools for people to use. ” Newell on how users employ those aids to help them learn a sysand Card replied that identifying underlying mechanisms is tem. This collection of groups is responsible for producing
basic to human-computer interaction. The tensions exposed in usable documentation, online help, and computer-based trainthis exchange serve to remind us that human-computer inter- ing, and meets together in technical communication organiaction researchers are not a monolith pursuing science. They zations. Like those in human-computer interaction, technical
are united as they pursue the work of improving computer communicators are educated in a number of disciplines, insystems; they focus their work on interfaces; and they value cluding English, education, graphics, and technical writing.
“IT WORKS FOR PEOPLE.” But they differ on their pursuit Most have no training in empirical research and find the empirical investigation of usability a challenge. At the same time,
of theory.
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technical communicators have sophisticated methods for analyzing audiences and an empathy for users, giving them a
unique contribution to the development of computer products.
Technical communication’s approach to research can be traced
to competing
- ties to humanities (and qualitative research) and
to education (and both to the grading of texts and to the Gagne
approach to instructional design). On one hand, their close ties
to humanities promote the valuing of qualitative research. Case
studies are the most frequently reported research in the technical communication venue. Further, a number of researchers
have begun to explore field studies of how people actually
use systems and documentation. Gould and Doheny-Farina,
for example, argue for the importance of field studies to the
development of usable documentation by pointing to information that writers can gain in the field. [lo] But this development is quite new, and to date, adaptation of field methods
to the study of usability has been a major topic. [ 111 On the
other hand, technical communication’s close ties to education
have also influenced the types of research pursued. Finding an
efficient way to “grade the text” has been a persistent goal,
an idea founded on the notion that a text holds the meaning.
Writers have looked for a textual measure of quality, and of
readability, and of comprehensibility, and of usability. Warren,
for instance, articulated a case for readability formulas as a
measure of usability. [12] Further, military research into the
structuring of manuals has adapted Gagne’s approach to instruction. [13] In the final analysis, the tension between exploration and grading has encouraged the variety of approaches to
the study of usability in technical communication. They hold
equally compelling beliefs that the natural experience can be
a test of usability and that grading the text would offer the
best (most efficient) test of usability.
In general, few usability researchers think about the missions
of usability researchers outside their fields. Usability of documentation can illustrate the differing views. Baecker and Buxton, in a text that features the importance of usability to the
field of human-computer interaction, reflect the marginal position of documentation to that field as they relegate documentation to a miscellaneous chapter near the end of the book. [ 141
Even their forward-looking text sees writing as “tacked on.”
Writers, on the other hand, generally make human-computer
interaction just as marginal to their effort. As both Nelson
[15] and McDowell [16] point out, human factors is not a
recognized part of the education of technical communicators.
Thus, we can expect that few technical communicators read
what human-computer interaction researchers are saying about
users and usability and then think about how that work may
apply to the writing of documentation.

Filter 2: Methods Deployed in Usability Research

springs in part from the interdisciplinary nature of the field,
in part from the exploratory nature of the task of improving
usability, and most of all, to the newness of it all. There hasn’t
been time for a particular method to gain dominance over the
others by being legislated through the education of all those
people who do usability research.

Methods Employed in Usability Research- To survey the
methods, first take the narrow lens of usability testing. Weiss
argues that usability test methods are monolithic:
Draft manuals are crash-tested by appropriate subjects, who
are interviewed before and after, and observed during. The
statistical results are even bounced off significance tests. [l]
But articles that articulate the lab methodology Weiss critiques
point to the variety possible within that lab orientation. Dumas, for example, described three of a number of methods:
designer-user dialogues, a number of users working together,
and a user working alone. [17] All sorts of studies are possible
in a well-equipped lab.
Methods used are numerous. Conservatively, they include the
following:
Direct questioning
-Surveys
-Interviews
-Comprehension tests
0 Observation
-Informal observation
-Laboratory observation
-User protocols
-Reading protocols
-Keystroke records
0 More traditional evaluation methods
-Computer text analysis
-Editorial review
-Technical review
These methods are used alone or put in combination with
others to study the question of interest. In practice, most laboratory and field studies blend together direct questioning and
observation methods into one study.
0

The direct questioning methods of surveys and interviews tell
us what users think and feel; comprehension tests tell us what
they learned. For example, surveys and interviews are used
alone very early in the product cycle for needs analysis and
very late in the product cycle for customer acceptance; they
are also linked to most observations as a way to get information
about response to the product; they are also a mainstay in field
studies, as researchers rely on interviewing informants from
the target culture. These methods are most helpful in finding out what users expect to happen before they use a product, how they respond to using a product, what they thought
was happening during a session, their attitudes, their memory,
their learning, and their judgments. Surveys, interviews, and
comprehension tests are not particularly helpful in finding out
what moves users make while they use a product.

Methods provide another filter on a study. Because many of
the researchers in technical communication and in humancomputer interaction view research from a problem-solving
rather than a theory-building framework, they treat methods
as guidelines rather than as safeguards in the process of experimentation and they adapt methods freely. The “freeness” The observation methods are the main route to answering
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TABLE 2
VARIOUS EVALUATION METHODS’ STRENGTHS FOR YIELDING INFORMATION ABOUT DOCUMENTATION QUALITY

Placement
Method

(of text on
page)

Accuracy
(of information)

Level of
Explanation
(whether explains
Style
what users need) (appropriateness)

Satisfaction
(user response)

Direct Questioning
Surveys
Interviews
Comprehension tests [2 11

Observation
Informal Observation [22, 231
Lab observation [24, 251
User protocols [26]
Reading protocols [27]
Keystroke records

More Traditional Evaluation
Computer text analysis
Editorial review [28]
Technical review [29]
-

questions about what users actually do when they try to use a
product. Observation ranges from an informal method, where
the researcher watches a user and takes notes, perhaps interrupting and asking questions, to a very formal method, where
a video camera records and time stamps a user at work while
a program records the keystrokes used. Users may work naturally, or they may be asked to talk aloud as they use the system (user protocol) or read the text (reader protocol). These
methods of observation help answer questions related to what
happens when a user tries to use a product. They can capture
the time it takes, the actions taken, and the success the user
had. If the user talks aloud, they can also tap the strategies
and reasons for action. But they do not necessarily answer
questions about the user’s response to the product.

ering usability information important to the various stages of
product development in a timely manner. Because of the time
constraints, it normally employs laboratory rather than field
studies. Thus, it selects research methods on the basis of how
well they deliver the necessary information. Dieli [18] and
Lasselle [19] have identified a number of products thkt could
be tested at each point in the development cycle- from others’
products and prototypes in the design phase, to storyboards,
to documentation modules, and to full product tests. These
lists suggest a range of places to test that are new to usability
testers who focus on testing completed, or near-completed,
products.

Documentation testing can serve as an example in discussing
methods aimed at improving product development. We can
The traditional evaluation methods involve a computer or an
group the product tests according to those aimed primarily at
expert evaluating the product for how well it meets preset
yielding information about documentation quality and those
criteria. Consider evaluation methods for a manual as an ex- aimed primarily at providing information about the usability
ample. A computer program such as Writer’s Workbench can
of a product. Table 2 (adapted from Sullivan, [20]) depicts
give valuable feedback about the readability level of a prose
the methods that are more useful in delivering feedback about
passage and can pinpoint a number of stylistic problems. Edquality and includes references to appropriate studies. Table
itorial experts can find style problems more efficiently, and 3 depicts the methods that are more useful in studying the usmore reliably, than users can. Technical experts can locate
ability of documentation and includes references to appropriproblems with the technical content of a manual more effi- ate examples. These two groupings point out that usability is a
ciently, and more reliably, than users can. Although traditional
part of typical evaluation (as in Table 2) and is also separated
evaluation handles many problems well, it does not necessarfrom some of the typical evaluation methods (Table 3). When
ily expose usability problems. It uses some ideal text as the
users and their actions are the focus of the product studies,
arbiter for the actual text. Only when that ideal text is usable
some of the traditional methods become less attractive.
does this type of arbitration work well.

The Cognitive Model With an Example From Developing
User Models- The cognitive model aims to model learning
and use. Most of the work done within this framework is done
by psychologists from the human-computer interaction camp
who work in research labs or universities. Though this work
Product Development Model With an Example From Test- employs products, it normally focuses on a finished product
ing of Documentation- The product development model ad- chosen for its representativeness or a concocted product that
heres to a pragmatic, engineering model. It focuses on deliv- has the features of interest.

The methods can be usefully grouped according to the philosophical models they adhere to. At least three models can
be usefully employed in this effort: a product development
model, a cognitive model, and a cultural model.
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TABLE 3
VARIOUS EVALUATION METHODS STRENGTHS IN YIELDING INFORMATION ABOUT DOCUMENTATION USABILITY
__
__

Method

Situated
Use
(in workplace)

Strategy
for Use
(how plan
to use)

Action
Record
(how actually
use)

Success
(tasks correctly done)

Satisfaction
(user’s response)

~

Direct Questioning
Surveys [30, 311
Interviews [32, 331
Comprehension tests
0bservation
Informal observations
Lab observations [34, 35, 361
User protocols [37, 381
Reading protocols [37]
Keystroke records[39]
More Traditional Evaluation
Computer text analysis [37, 121
Editorial review [37]
Technical review

milieu as they articulate a blending of cognitive and social
concerns. [42] Their article is the most visionary statement
related to field studies of computing, as it gives a reason for
entering the field that fits with a philosophy of computing system design. In the field, researchers can learn about the social
complexities of use and gain strategies for (1) improving comSingley and Anderson’s model of learning a word processor munication with users and (2) designing systems that support
serves as a good example of this work. [40] They are mod- the natural means of social feedback and interaction. Malone,
eling the learning of a word processor as a cognitive activity, for example, reports on a series of interviews that probe how
with a goal of building a model for transfer of skills that can professionals and clerical workers organize the information on
explain user actions at a keystroke level. Although they use their desks. [43] He finds that reminding themselves of inforskilled office workers as subjects, they downplay the milieu of mation is as important as pointers to finding information, and
word processing, the particulars of the word processor itself, that workers view classification of information as their most
and the particulars of the instruction. They are not interested difficult task. Malone’s work fed into the development of a
in the success of a particular manual or user satisfaction or hypertext program (NOTECARDS) that Xerox PARC later
program strengths. Singley and Anderson are trying to build built.
an explanation of how people move to a new word processor,
Filter 3: Research Questions That Can Be Posed in
malung the focus clearly cognitive.
Usability Research

The milieu of the cognitive work is the laboratory. Though
surveys and interviews may be part of the work, classical
experiments or protocols are the mainstays of the research.
Informal observation, editorial review, technical review, and
field studies are not often employed.

The Cultural Model With an Example From Describing
Social Use- The cultural model takes a sociologicalapproach
to the task of studying usability, and its methods aim to
study usability in the context of normal use. Thus, it prefers
field studies to laboratory studies. Because this is a relatively
new approach for both technical communicators and humancomputer interactionists, there are relatively few studies and
no set methods to pinpoint. In fact, Campbell, Mack and Roemer [41] call for increasing attention to both field work and
to improving its methodology.

Research questions give us another filter on the studies, particularly if we see these questions as means of assessing whether
a study focuses on one type of question or cuts a broader
swath. By grouping the typical research questions posed about
usability into questions that focus on the product, questions
that focus on the user, and questions that focus on the milieu,
we can quickly see whether a study goes deeply into one type
of research question.

Because no one group focuses on usability exclusively, developing a comprehensive approach to studying it during prodWork at Xerox PARC serves as a good example of a blend uct development, testing, and natural use, it certainly makes
of social and cultural views with the cognitive view of de- a difference to a particular study which group is conducting
veloping usable systems. Xerox PARC has been interested in the study. If we were to ask each of these groups to study
collaborative computing systems and in the relationship be- users learning to use a word processor, the resulting studies
tween computer information systems and the larger culture. would differ in foci, methods, goals, findings, and philosoBrown and Newman present a philosophy of design that ad- phy. Thus, studies that grow out of collaboration of people
vances the notion that computing systems can affect the social from different groups have interesting possibilities for creat-
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ing new and complex approaches to the study of usability, as
sure as they have the possibility of becoming a battleground
for philosophical disputes.
They may aim to study the product for any of the following
purposes:
0
0
0
0

To diagnose needs
To give feedback to developers on strengths/weaknesses
To validate approaches/systems
To develop methods of study

They may aim to study the users for any of the following
purposes:
0
0
0
0

0

To elicit response
To locate initial learning strategies
To model learning
To study using
To develop methods of study

They may aim to study the milieu for any of the following
purposes:
0

0
0
0

To describe context for using
To describe learning in context
To diagnose context-dependent product problems
To develop methods of study

Obviously there are parallels between the methods and the
questions. Product methods are usually linked to product questions, cognitive model methods to user questions, and cultural
model methods to milieu questions. Obviously too, the bulk
of the literature on usability testing focuses on product issues,
while the literature on user interfaces focuses both on product
issues and user issues. Holes in published literature seem especially prominent in the area of the milieu, though work on
feedback during product development is also needed, as are
integrated studies of product, users, and milieu, and studies
that develop methods. In short, almost everything needs to be
done.

usability in context? How do we connect the findings to communication theory and writing practice?

Issue I : Can Usability Research Develop Methods for
Enhancing Product Development?
The answer can be yes. This answer is tied, in part, to the
effort to test products early in the cycle. Many researchers, in
technical communication and elsewhere, are arguing for earlier and more exploratory testing. We know from published
research that product research is developing methods rapidly.
But so few of the product tests are published. Because so
few are published, as a group we have fewer methods for enhancing product development than we as individuals actually
employ. To fully answer this question we must publish the designs of the product tests aimed at yielding feedback early in
product development.
A second means for enhancing product development can come
from applying the results of validation research. If evaluations
of existing products are written to point to generic learning
and use problems and to suggest appropriate long-term research, as well as to handle the current evaluation, then the
cumulative effect may well be a change in development approach.

Issue 2: Can Usability Research Develop an Adequate
Model for the Study of Usability in its Naturally
Occurring Contexts?

I do not think we can definitively answer this question yet. An
adequate answer involves developing a way to select appropriate sites and also involves developing adaptation of classical
ethnographic methods to the milieu of computing. But, there
is tremendous interest in field study. Gould and Doheny-Farina
articulate some of the opportunities for insight that field studies offer to technical communicators. [9] In human-computer
interaction, Whiteside and Wixon [44] call for field research
like the studies reported by Good I451 to underpin a process
of making the users’ concerns central. More and more people
believe that we need to know about “natural use” to know
about “usability” and to build more usable systems. But the
ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES THAT EMERGE IN
natural study of usability is in another dimension from the
THE EXPLORATION OF USABILITY RESEARCH
laboratory test of usability. It may be difficult for groups to
have enough patience to wait for the results from tests that
It is from knowing where we are that we make sense out of take many months to complete.
what is happening around us. It is from knowing where others
are that we determine a course we can take to reach them. So, Issue 3: Can Usability Research Present Writing
too, is the broader landscape of usability. We need to explore Theory With Compelling Arguments for Integrating
it to place our own work on it, to place the work of others Usability More Centrally Into the Writing
on it, and to build the connecting roads among the places on Development Process?
the map. The exploration is an analytic one of constructing The answer to this question is a resounding yes. When Pakin
interpretations for studies and placing those studies on this and Associates [46] reported that 80 percent of all calls to software support help lines concern routine and repetitive probemerging map.
lems, they voiced an accepted critique of software and docAs technical communicators, we are always going to be more umentation, a critique that has given rise to usability testing
interested in issues related to the development of usable ed- of products. Although the narrowly defined usability test criucational materials and interfaces. The challenge for us is tiqued by Weiss is the industry’s response to information like
to figure out how to incorporate the growing knowledge of Pakin’s, it is not necessarily true that even the narrow usabilusers into the development of manuals and interfaces. How ity test has no impact. Subjecting a completed text to a test of
do we connect research findings to improved documentation usability may not have a profound impact on the current text.
and computer products? How do we connect the findings to But the writer can learn about users. If the learning about

~
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users becomes a habit that shapes writing, a cumulative study
that informs future writing, then every usability test can contribute to that writer’s knowledge of users. It becomes a way
of building a concrete theory of audience.
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